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The first book devoted exclusively to modern advanced corporate finance, this
volume provides a comprehensive exploration of theoretical and empirical
literature on corporate financial policies and strategies—particularly those of U.S.
nonfinancial firms—defined in rational, economic terms. Throughout, Cases in
Point show theory in relation to financial decisions made by specific firms; and
Real-World Focus highlights numerous articles from the financial press,
providing insights from practitioners' points of view. Empirical Perspectives On
The Financial Characteristics Of Publicly Traded U.S. Nonfinancial Firms.
Valuation And Financing Decisions In An Ideal Capital Market. Separation Of
Ownership And Control, Principal-Agent Conflicts, And Financial Policies.
Information Asymmetry And The Markets For Corporate Securities. The Roles Of
Government, Securities Markets, Financial Institutions, Ownership Structure,
Board Oversight, And Contract Devices. The Leverage Decision. Analyses Of The
Firm And The Valuation Of Equity And Debt. Industry Analysis And Financial
Policies And Strategies. The Firm's Environment, Governance, Strategy,
Operations, And Financial Structure. Market Efficiency, Event Studies, Cost Of
Equity Capital, And Equity Valuation. Corporate Bonds: Terms, Issuance, And
Valuation. Private Equity And Venture Capital. Initial Public Offerings Of Stock.
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Managing Internal Equity And Seasoned Equity Offerings. Dividend Policy And
Stock Repurchases. Corporate Liabilities: Strategic Selections Of Lenders And
Contract Terms. Mergers, Acquisitions, Takeovers, And Buyouts. Financial
Distress And Restructuring. Debt Restructuring, Being Acquired, Bankruptcy,
Reorganization, And Liquidation. Organizational Architecture, Risk Management,
And Security Design. For CEOs and CFOs of corporations, senior lending
officers at commercial banks, and senior officers and analysts at investment
banks.
Provide your students with a solid foundation in individual and corporate
taxation using the book that pioneered an unforgettable, clear and engaging
approach to tax law more than 25 years ago. A ground-breaking, first-of-its-kind
text, Pratt/Kulsrud's FEDERAL TAXATION today continues the momentum of
success for your students with the most timely updates of the latest tax
legislation. The book is built upon the authors' unwavering belief that the key to
mastering taxation is to understand the underlying purpose behind every rule. To
support this understanding, FEDERAL TAXATION 2013, 7E provides a strong
conceptual background and places all material within a significant historical
context. Specific learning objectives, intriguing special features, more on tax
planning in this edition, and ongoing coverage of the continuing impact of recent
legislative acts further your students' full comprehension of tax issues today. In
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addition to rich online instructional support, this edition includes leading
professional software, such as H&R BLOCK At Home and CPAexcel for CPA
Exam study. FEDERAL TAXATION 2013, 7E provides everything today's students
need for a full understanding of individual and corporate taxation as it's practiced
today. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Guide and Workbook for Understanding XBRL
Managerial Accounting, Global Edition
Managerial Economics
ISE Managerial Accounting

For courses in Introduction to Management Accounting This text helps
students make the connection between managerial accounting concepts and
the businesses they deal with everyday through strong coverage and effective
practice. By presenting actual accounting decisions made in companies like
Target and J. Crew, the text s precise coverage of the core concepts engages
students in the learning process. The full text downloaded to your computer
With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make
highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are
downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the
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Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via the iPad
and Android apps. Upon purchase, you'll gain instant access to this eBook. Time
limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to
access your digital ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
Illustrating the theory of managerial economics with an integrated case on the
soft drink industry, this text shows students how to solve real business
problems by enabling them to apply economic principles to everyday business
activity.
Managerial Accounting for Managers
Project Management Accounting
Cost Accounting 4E
A Historical, Literary, and Theological Survey
Praise for Project Management Accounting: Budgeting, Tracking, and
Reporting Costs and Profitability "You don't need to be a Six Sigma
Black Belt or a CPA to understand the principles and the practical tools
presented by Callahan, Stetz, and Brooks in Project Management
Accounting. Their approach focuses on sound financial practices that
will improve the ROI of your project whether it is your first or your
hundred-and-first experience." —Barry Van Dyck, PhD Director of
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Degree Programs, Executive Education, Mendoza College of Business,
University of Notre Dame "Project Management Accounting serves as a
solid resource for the project manager seeking to leverage the tools of
accounting and finance to maximize the quality of project outcomes."
—Jeffrey J. Lampe, CFA Vice President, Hopewell Ventures "Project
Management Accounting clearly communicates fundamental
accounting principles and applies them skillfully to the field of project
management . . . even seasoned accounting managers will likely
benefit from the application to project management. Talented project
managers will find enough finance and accounting tools to transition
toward profit and loss responsibility. This book will serve as a handy
reference." —Warren Davidson CEO, Global Source Mfg. "This is a mustread for everyone in business, whether you have made a career in
project management, operations, facilities, or anywhere else. Project
Management Accounting provides the framework to understand not
only how to manage any project, but how the project interacts with the
different functions of the company for the overall good. When applied,
[this book] will improve the profitability of the company through an
understanding of the costs and benefits of each project." —Michael Alte
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Management Director, ArvinMeritor Today's project managers need to
understand finance and accounting concepts in order to make both
informed decisions and a greater contribution to their organization.
Written for readers with limited business backgrounds, Project
Management Accounting is an invaluable guide to successfully
performing projects using sound finance and accounting concepts. With
the collected insights of authors and respected industry experts Kevin
Callahan, Gary Stetz, and Lynne Brooks, Project Management
Accounting offers guidance that project managers can use right away
to know how to budget appropriately. Brief in presentation and rich in
content, Project Management Accounting equips the leaders of today
and tomorrow to hit the ground running with a profound business
perspective in their current work and in future projects.
Discover the business law book you’ll actually enjoy reading. Time after
time, readers like you have commented that this is the most
interesting introduction to law they’ve ever read.
Beatty/Samuelson/Abril's ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS LAW, 7E is packed
with current examples and real scenarios that bring law to life, whether
you are a business learner or practicing professional. This readerPage 6/16
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friendly presentation uses conversational writing to explain complex
topics in easy-to-understand language. The authors draw from their law
practices to offer memorable real stories that illustrate how legal
concepts apply to everyday business practice. This edition also
emphasizes today's digital landscape with new information on privacy
and intellectual property. An updated ethics chapter offers a practical
approach, using the latest research to explain why people make
unethical decisions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Student Workbook/Study Guide for Managerial Accounting
Cost Accounting, Global Edition
E-Commerce 2015, Global Edition
Customer Intimacy
The University of North Georgia Press and Affordable Learning Georgia bring you Principles of
Financial Accounting. Well-written and straightforward, Principles of Financial Accounting is a
needed contribution to open source pedagogy in the business education world. Written in order
to directly meet the needs of her students, this textbook developed from Dr. Christine Jonick's
years of teaching and commitment to effective pedagogy. Features: Peer reviewed by
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academic professionals and tested by students Over 100 charts and graphs Instructional
exercises appearing both in-text and for Excel Resources for student professional development
Discover the managerial accounting text written to complement the way you study and learn!
CORNERSTONES OF MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING, 3E, INTERNATIONAL EDITION uses a
unique framework to show you the key concepts, or Cornerstones, of accounting. As you come
to understand these fundamental calculations, you will develop critical problem-solving skills to
make real business decisions.
Segmented Financial Information
Test Bank
Advanced Corporate Finance

Originally published in 1987, this paperback, from the
author of THE DISCIPLINE OF MARKET LEADERS demonstrates how
companies can profit from establishing more co-operative
customer-supplier relationships and describes how customer
intimacy works, how to implement it and what pitfalls to
look out for. Illustrated with examples from top companies.
As the long-time #1 best-seller, Garrison has helped guide
close to 3 million students through managerial accounting
since it was first published. It identifies the three
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functions managers must perform within their organisationsplan operations, control activities, and make decisions-and
explains what accounting information is necessary for these
functions, how to collect it, and how to interpret it.
Garrison's Managerial Accounting is known for its relevance,
accuracy, and clarity. It is also unique in that the authors
write the most important supplements that accompany the
book: solutions manual, test bank, instructor's manual, and
study guide - making them both of high quality and extremely
consistent with the textbook.
Economic Tools for Today's Decision Makers
Concepts and Practice
Policies and Strategies
Essentials of Business Law
As the long-time #1 best-seller in Managerial Accounting, the 17th edition of
Garrison/Noreen/Brewer's Managerial Accounting successfully guides students through the
Managerial Accounting course and beyond. Not only does the Garrison text teach students
Managerial Accounting concepts in a clear and concise way, but it also asks students to
consider how the concepts they're learning will apply to the real-world situations they will
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eventually confront in their careers. Garrison's 17th edition improves student learning and
fosters course and career readiness with its emphasis on relevance, accuracy, and clarity
while also embracing innovation through the incorporation of Data Analytics Exercises. With
world class content, combined with the powerful platform of Connect to engage and enhance
learning, students are provided with a framework to achieve higher outcomes in their
Managerial Accounting course and beyond.
This lively, engaging introduction to the New Testament is critical yet faith-friendly, lavishly
illustrated, and accompanied by a variety of pedagogical aids, including sidebars, maps,
tables, charts, diagrams, and suggestions for further reading. The full-color interior features art
from around the world that illustrates the New Testament's impact on history and culture. The
first edition has been well received (over 60,000 copies sold). This new edition has been
thoroughly revised in response to professor feedback and features an updated interior design.
It offers expanded coverage of the New Testament world in a new chapter on Jewish
backgrounds, features dozens of new works of fine art from around the world, and provides
extensive new online material for students and professors available through Baker Academic's
Textbook eSources.
Managerial Accounting
Federal Taxation 2013
Primary I/C Revenue
Managerial Accounting: The Cornerstone of Business Decision-Making
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING, 7E shows readers how managerial accounting plays an
essential role in helping today’s managers make effective business decisions for their
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companies. This edition has been revised with an emphasis on showing students “Here’s How
It’s Used.” This unique learning approach along with relevant examples encourages and
enables students to develop a deeper understanding of managerial accounting and its
implications for business. Readers learn why managerial accounting is important, what it is,
where managerial information comes from and how it is best used to make strong business
decisions. This edition even explores emerging topics of interest to today’s readers, such as
sustainability, quality cost, lean accounting, international accounting, enterprise risk
management, and forensic and fraud accounting. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
For undergraduate and MBA Cost or Management Accounting courses The text that defined
the cost accounting market. Horngren’s Cost Accounting, defined the cost accounting market
and continues to innovate today by consistently integrating the most current practice and
theory into the text. This acclaimed, market-leading text emphasizes the basic theme of
“different costs for different purposes,” and reaches beyond cost accounting procedures to
consider concepts, analyses, and management. This edition incorporates the latest research
and most up-to-date thinking into all relevant chapters and more MyAccountingLab® coverage!
MyAccountingLab is web-based tutorial and assessment software for accounting that not only
gives students more "I Get It" moments, but gives instructors the flexibility to make technology
an integral part of their course, or a supplementary resource for students. Please note that the
product you are purchasing does not include MyAccountingLab. MyAccountingLab Join over
11 million students benefiting from Pearson MyLabs. This title can be supported by
MyAccountingLab, an online homework and tutorial system designed to test and build your
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understanding. Would you like to use the power of MyAccountingLab to accelerate your
learning? You need both an access card and a course ID to access MyAccountingLab. These
are the steps you need to take: 1. Make sure that your lecturer is already using the system Ask
your lecturer before purchasing a MyLab product as you will need a course ID from them
before you can gain access to the system. 2. Check whether an access card has been
included with the book at a reduced cost If it has, it will be on the inside back cover of the book.
3. If you have a course ID but no access code, you can benefit from MyAccountingLab at a
reduced price by purchasing a pack containing a copy of the book and an access code for
MyAccountingLab (ISBN : 9781292079080) 4. If your lecturer is using the MyLab and you
would like to purchase the product... Go to www.myaccountinglab.com to buy access to this
interactive study programme. For educator access, contact your Pearson representative. To
find out who your Pearson representative is, visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
Creating Value in a Dynamic Business Environment
Pick Your Partners, Shape Your Culture, Win Together
Budgeting, Tracking, and Reporting Costs and Profitability
Principles of Financial Accounting

"E-Commerce 2015"" is intended for use in undergraduate and
graduate e-commerce courses in any business discipline. ""
""The market-leading text for e-commerce "This
comprehensive, market-leading text emphasizes the three
major driving forces behind e-commerce--technology change,
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business development, and social issues--to provide a
coherent conceptual framework for understanding the field.
Teaching and Learning ExperienceThis program will provide a
better teaching and learning experience--for both
instructors and students.Comprehensive Coverage Facilitates
Understanding of the E-Commerce Field: In-depth coverage of
technology change, business development, and social issues
gives readers a solid framework for understanding ecommerce.Pedagogical Aids Help Readers See Concepts in
Action: Infographics, projects, and real-world case studies
help readers see how the topics covered in the book work in
practice.
Garrison - Your guide through the challenging waters of
managerial accounting. For centuries, the lighthouse has
stood as a beacon of guidance for mariners at sea. More than
an aid to navigation, the lighthouse symbolizes safety,
permanence, reliability, and the comforts of the familiar.
For this reason, we have chosen to illustrate the Canadian
eighth edition ofManagerial Accountingby Garrison, Chesley,
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Carroll and Webb with an image that encapsulates the
greatest strengths of this market leading text. Garrison is
your guide through the challenging waters of managerial
accounting. It identifies the three functions managers must
perform within their organizations—plan operations, control
activities, and make decisions—and explains what accounting
information is necessary for these functions, how to collect
it, and how to interpret it. Managerial Accounting8ce
focuses, now as in the past, on three qualities: Relevance,
Balance and Clarity. The authors' steady focus on these core
elements has led to tremendous results! As seafarers look to
the lighthouse for direction along unfamiliar shore, so too
can Garrison act as a compass for students seeking to master
this course.
Cornerstones of Managerial Accounting
Introducing the New Testament
Introduction to Leadership
The Fourth Edition of Peter G. Northouse’s bestselling
Introduction to Leadership: Concepts and Practice provides
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readers with a clear overview of the complexities of practicing
leadership and concrete strategies for becoming better leaders.
The text is organized around key leader responsibilities such as
creating a vision, establishing a constructive climate,
listening to outgroup members, and overcoming obstacles. Three
interactive components in every chapter—self-assessment
questionnaires, observational exercises, and reflection and
action worksheets—get readers actively involved in applying
leadership concepts to their own lives. Grounded in leadership
theory and the latest research, the fully updated, highly
practical Fourth Edition includes a new chapter on how leaders
can embrace diversity and inclusion, as well as new material on
the dark side of leadership and a new ethical leadership style
questionnaire.
This report analyses the issues involved in the segmentation of
financial information and describes the approach adopted.
Managerial AccountingMcGraw-Hill/Irwin
International Accounting can be viewed in terms of accounting issues uniquely confronted by
companies involved in international business. It also can be viewed more broadly as the study of how
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accounting is practiced in each and every country around the world, learning about and comparing the
differences in various accounting methods.
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